Lying on hard surfaces to work under cars, lawn mowers, boats, sinks and other "tight" places is not only uncomfortable but can irritate muscles and joints, causing soreness for days. With the Earth Edge Body Mat, you can work anywhere you need to remain on your back for as long as necessary without feeling stiff and sore during and after your project is completed.

**Features & Benefits**

- **3/4” thick for comfort**
- **Washable, resists industrial chemicals, grease and oil**
- **Two handles for easy transportation**
- **Negligible volatile organic compounds (VOCs)**
- **Made of NBR rubber (contains up to 20% internally recycled material)**
- **Made in USA**
- **Display holds 10 units**
- **Impregnated with Microban to avoid mold and mildew**

**Store Ready Displays Available!**

*Earth Edge manufactures a variety of products, specializing in foam fabrication.*

*Earth Edge is determined to produce environmentally friendly products. As well, we are focused on creating products with recycled content which has kept millions of pounds of scrap materials from being dumped into our landfills.*
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